5 August 2022
Dear MPs,
This is another urgent letter to you, from well over a hundred doctors
and other health scientists; an appeal from the heart, to your hearts
and minds. We know you have been receiving many messages
collectively and individually, especially about vaccine harms, and
ask that you make the time please to consider one more.
We entreat you please to read our evidence. You must demand an
explanation from the Ministers of Health and Police, about the
extremely damning data Pfizer submitted to Medsafe to approve the
vaccines, and the failure to investigate younger people (and healthy
elderly) who suddenly die post-injection (SADS). The vaccine trial in
babies and preschoolers was so unscrupulous we practically dare
Medsafe to approve it. If they do, there will never be any further
proof needed they have gone rogue and that you have an
overwhelming duty to step in, but please intervene NOW!
We are running out of time for you to acknowledge:
1. that the jab has not worked, it is making things worse. It is not
hyperbole to postulate a disaster unfolding. Deaths and many
serious injuries are undeniable; to do so is to become an accessory.
2. that the similarly 'magical thinking' around masks is also
irrational, in the face of zero evidence of benefit, unless you are a
control freak just out for obedience. Masks damage our children's
psychosocial, physical and intellectual development especially, and
evidence is pointing to worse covid too. Get them off!
3. the loss of trust in the institutions of government that may never
recover in our lifetimes. Their leaders are likely jabbed (with the
inevitable resistance to the idea they were mistaken), and victims of
their emotional sunk cost and heavily policed echochambers; invested in the narrative and rewarded well for uncritical
thinking.

Throughout this stressful and difficult time it has been a truism that
most of us are just trying to figure out how best to protect ourselves,
the people we care about, and the people who pay us to help them.
And yet that common goal has been stymied by an engineered
schism, with polar opposites yelling from each side about how to
achieve this. We wish to tell you that in this case the loudest voice
(so far) is not the correct one, to put it as gently as possible so as
not to alienate you, if that is still possible.
There are other pertinent truisms too, including about government
power: never let a good crisis go to waste; power grabbed from the
people is not willingly given back; and when the people speak with
one voice you had better listen (an old Chinese proverb, as a
warning to emperors with a dictatorial streak).
As you know, we are a group of now well over a hundred doctors,
with some other health care practitioners and medical scientists. We
are dismayed to have been shown consistently to be correct in all
our warnings and concerns around the pandemic management,
especially the 'vaccine', better described - by the makers
themselves, in their risk disclosures to investors - as the novel gene
therapy it is. A far better definition is of a medical device - albeit on
the nanoscale - than a traditional vaccine. However, to usher it in as
a vaccine was a master-stroke - no liability, able to rapidly approve
as experimental (as long as any competing treatments like
ivermectin were banned) with no safety trials, and "no need" for
tests on cancer, fertility, safety in pregnancy and birth defects. And
the tab for the marketing campaign being picked up by the taxpayer.
Hey, it's just another vaccine right?
In the interests of brevity, we refer you to the
comprehensive letter just sent to you by our colleague, lawyer
Kirsten Murfitt, which contains many important references and which
we thoroughly endorse. She and her legal colleagues have written to
Police on numerous occasions, as have we, merely asking, as we
do here, for them/you to do the jobs we pay you to, and intervene to
investigate evidence of possible public danger.
Also, we have written extensively at www.NZDSOS.com on deaths
following vaccination (briefly summarising more than one hundred
and sixty highly suspicious cases); the dramatic surge in young
people dying suddenly coincident with the rollout, reported now in
ALL heavily vaccinated countries; the novel mechanisms of
harm and why doctors may not recognise what they see; why we

shouldn't fret about monkey pox if that's the next panic-demic; and
many other aspects of the covid response by government. We have
of course already written to you before, and to virtually every
relevant government department, and extensively to the police
and Medsafe, with enough details that proper investigations could
take place.
The data and information set out in the voluminous correspondence
has not been denied but conveniently ignored by the recipients while families grieve and the injured are ostracised. A mere mention
on social media is followed by cruel and relentless attacks as the
trolls claim that if the death or injury were true it would be in the
media. Well, it often is - just not the one that sold it's integrity in
exchange for taxpayer funding and COVID-19 advertising dollars.
It gives no reassurance that Medsafe committees look at some of
these deaths in young healthy people who die 1, 2, or 3 days after
the vaccine and deny a link, because the Medical Council has
frightened doctors with de-licensing if anything they do might
"encourage vaccine hesitancy", the new crime on the books.
According to all medical codes, however, including the UN's
International Charter on Human and Civil Rights, that NZ has signed
prior to the pandemic, the right to decline any medical treatment
without threats or punishment is essentially absolute, except in the
direst of emergencies, It was very clear this was no such
emergency well before the injections appeared. That did not stop the
finance minister from signing away liability before Pfizer even had a
product to market. Nor did it prevent the MP and then Attorney
General David Parker both sponsoring then signing into law the
Covid Response Act at blistering speed, and in a gross conflict of
interest. Along with informed consent, do no harm, societal debate
etc., all these protective norms have been tossed to the wind. On
your watch, Honourable people.
The Medical Council has also collaborated with the GP college, the
Health and Disability Commission, the now defunct NZMA and the
MOH to prosecute, with full media trumpeting, any doctors who
insist on
a. medical ethics;
b. proven early treatments for covid that could have prevented up to
80% of covid deaths if not suppressed;

c. accountability, and the airing and testing of science in open
forums.
It is now evident that the Medical Council is controlled, along with
many other overseas councils, by a private American organisation
called the Federation of State Medical Boards ("FSMB"), set up in
1913, in an interesting historical intersect. A seemingly very wealthy
group, it provides co-ordinated and worldwide strategy advice and
policy dictates against any doctors that might undermine
pharmaceutical medicine. There is still much to learn here but a lot
more is making sense to embattled doctors, as FSMB preps the
Medical Council to ratchet up the rhetoric about the internet
magnifying the harm from 'disinfo doctors' who disagree with them.
They will attempt more punishment and censorship. We await the
judicial response with interest, the Medical Council getting a bloody
nose against the first two doctors they tried to suspend for affirming
their obligations.
Many of you see exactly what is going on but feel powerless or
scared. Some don't or won't see, and a few, maybe more, are
laughing all the way to the bank.
But there is a restless stirring in our country, a rising, as the seismic
changes to all aspects of our lives now become so obviously about
more than just a bogeyman virus and its vaccine, the most untested
in history - and the most destructive, that is now tragically clear.
Water, energy, food, animal health, privacy and property, the Police
and the courts, education, race relations, sovereign public health
policy, and our much-vaunted Bill of Rights.... all are now targets or
weapons of a state well into a collectivist ideological war against it's
people. Lets face it ....what other sort of Marxist revolution is there?
If you can see this happening, reach out, speak to each other, to us
or someone else clearly standing up for the public good, in
confidence, as a first step. You know who we are. We are the 'disinfo
dozen' of course. This label is as hateful and fear-ridden as the
"river of filth" comment by one of you, but at least you can find us all
on a convenient list. Most were represented at the parliament
protest where not one of you was allowed to hear our call to return
our human freedoms. Weren't you unhappy about that? Or did you
buy into the propagandised media portrayal, of what was actually an
astonishing exercise in cohesion, vision, skill and efficiency,
personal responsibility and empowerment?

Was that it, at Camp Freedom, where the instinct to derogate these
people as human garbage arose? A fear that we wish to replace
you, or may not even need you at all ? So prove you are still
relevant, that you have earned our consent; move us away from the
terrifying trajectory to total control. Are there not mechanisms of
parliament that can be activated? Humanity has been here before.
You cannot deny that tyrannical governments have killed millions. It
cannot happen here? Many refugee Kiwis can see it coming
because, of course, they have lived it already. How must they be
feeling? Well, some are talking, trying to warn us.
Rightly or wrongly, we worry for our safety as we speak the truth,
and perhaps you do too. Well, there is no absolute safety in life, and
absolutely no life left for many hundreds of jab victims - and the
numbers are rising. For others, their lives will never be the same,
and we suspect unfolding damage to come for many. Goodness
knows, we have been right about everything so far, sadly.
As various freedoms and stabilising influences in society are
tumbling, please ask: "How do I wish to be remembered?" Truth will
out, and your descendants will carry the burden, or power, of your
deeds in this moment.
Do you, our people too, stand for a unified NZ, that is respectful,
includes everyone and is free from your (governmental) over-reach?
You may be shocked at how many people will stand behind this
message. We are trying to help you. Your whips and party leaders
are exposing you to later harsh scrutiny by keeping you quiet. We
know the major party leaders care not, but some of you understand
the harm already done, as you courageously meet with the
bereaved and vaccine injured, albeit on the quiet. At least one party
leader and some government doctors have been dished out
hundreds of millions of dollars, to 'get this done, whatever it takes',
especially in Maori areas, almost however they please.
How might this all end?
One health manager has said they expect to be chased down the
street by baying crowds before this is all over, but another has told
his team our evidence of vaccine contamination is faked. Big call.
Such a war between truth and lies. We stand by our information, and
still no-one has acknowledged it, let alone disproved it. If
undisclosed ingredients are in there, time will tell anyway, but

especially so if we don't act to stop unwitting people putting more
into themselves and their children.
To finish, please, again, read some of our letters if you haven't
already (though obviously not in your workplace!). No talking heads
will debate or refute them. They try to deny our arguments oxygen,
but the truth will not be suffocated.
Please, be your best selves in this extraordinarily difficult situation.
NZDSOS
ps the post "Deaths following vaccination" is already out of date. To
the list needing thorough investigation we have to add a 14 year old
boy with a sudden cardiac arrest and then later brain death, the 32
year old mum/lab worker, the 31 year old Ministry bureaucrat, the 27
year old probation worker, all sudden unexpected deaths, and a
spate of teachers and farmers, most below 60. When will it all end?
Over to you, to stop the rollout and demand a full and transparent
public enquiry.

